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Hidden away on a misty isle, steeped in the teachings of The Lady, they used enchantment to stem

the tide of the invaders while battling a still darker enemy. It was the Roman word for bright iron, and

Marcus had long been struggling to forge of it a mighty weapon. Though his workmanship

surpassed all others, the right combination of heat and force eluded himâ€¦until a familiar

silver-haired beauty appeared beside his anvil. Gwendolyn was trained in the ways of Light, but she

harbored other secrets besides that of the magical shining sword. Her lithe body aroused in him a

white-hot fire, a need fanned ever higher by her nearness. Though he could not help remembering

the golden glow of a wolf's eyes when he looked into her hypnotic gaze, he knew he must surrender

body and soul to her mysterious powers, for only with Gwen guiding his hammer could they

createâ€¦Deep Magic. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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With her grandfather Cyric falling ill and close to dying, Gwendolyn knows the time is coming near

where she will step into the role she was raised to be from birth - Guardian of The Mists. These

mists protect Avalon from invaders and enemies primarily the nearby Romans who are setting up



camp in search of precious metals. Fearful of the Roman Leader Strabo, whom Gwendolyn fears

has powerful dark magic by his aura surrounding starts seeking alternatives to protect her home

fearing that all the teachings and ways she has followed in the Light will not be enough. Gwendolyn

has been keeping a dangerous secret from her brother and grandfather. She has been embracing

the Deep Magic that calls her, she is able to transform into a wolf - something she knows that could

prove disastrous has the wolf gains more power over her. One day she will not be able to return to

human form. But when a vision provides the answers to the impeding battle with Roman Leader

Strabo, she goes to a family friend Marcus Aquila, a master blacksmith and Roman. She hopes that

with Marcus crafting the sword with her magic embedded deep in the sword, she will have the

power needed to defeat this enemy and protect her home.For over a year Marcus Aquila has not

been able to get Gwendolyn out of his mind. With her brother Rhys they saved her from danger -

while she was in wolf form. He has never forgotten the beauty of watching this wolf turn into a

woman in his arms, something that should disgust him but he finds enticing erotic. When

Gwendolyn arrives on his doorstep, he is surprised but when she further elaborates what she wants

from him, he is elated but apprehensive. While Gwendolyn is giving him the chance to make the

sword of his dreams forged with the rumoured bright iron.
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